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It is a time of scarcity and base survival.  The last Great 
Age was generations ago, and even that was a mere shadow 
of the one before.  Massive fractured Constructions remain 
from those times, huge and enduring. Vast scapes of strange 
purpose. Whole forests lay within their broken bounds. 
Entire mountains shelter under their soaring forms.  This 
proud scale stands in stark contrast to the remaining bands 
of humans that dot the landscape. Their reduced numbers 
huddle together in villages and hamlets; immense distances 
between them.
 
The deep fear and selfishness that followed the Clysm has 
subsided. The tremendous violence of the Era of Battles 
and ensuing Age of Raids is no more. Still, there is an 
uneasiness. For while there is no immediate threat from 
human raiders, there are other darker dangers at hand.  The 
turmoil of the past awoke many old and terrible things, 
and the foul events of that time left behind many creatures 
of wonderous and deadly design.
 
These forces are naturally opposed to your kind.  Many 
will keep to themselves unless intruded upon, but others 
actively seek to conquer.  This type will gather others, then 
pour forth to capture and eradicate.
 
One such threat has been detected.  The Signs point to 
a being of enormous power at the bottom of a great 
Construction in lands to the east; one capable of drawing a 
large force unto itself from the dark spaces beyond normal 
reckoning.
The preparations have been made. The rites and honors 
have been performed.  It is time to set forth, and venture 
into the depths! 
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Background
Players take on the role of Heroes, shorthand for a member of their 
settlement whose actual role is more complex than that name implies.  
Protector, scavenger, adventurer, these are all terms which equally ap-
ply;  as do honored, beloved, and venerated.  They’re tasked with ex-
ploring and gathering artifacts of magic and technology that can benefit 
the remnant of humankind they call family.  They’re also tasked with 
seeking out the more active threats posed by the many and varied be-
ings and forces that reside in their region.  

These responsibilities often come together within the vast Construc-
tions spread across the landscape of their homeland.  Structures, holds, 
bastions on a massive scale.  Large enough to hold mountains, rivers 
and forest within their boundaries.  It is into the Ecologies of these 
Constructions, their underground levels, that the Heroes regularly ven-
ture.  Similar to floors of a building but many times larger, each one is 
a habitat unto itself with a distinct environment and set of inhabitants.

Game Description
Players are working together to get to the bottom of the third Ecology 
and destroy the powerful entity that resides there.  To make it, they’ll 
need to improve their Heroes with Items and Abilities.  Items are found 
in Chests and Legendary Locations, while Abilities are bought with 
Experience Points gained through Encountering Ecology Elements.  
Experience Points have other important uses too though,  and players 
will need to balance between saving them for Abilities, and spending 
them on the Healing and Keys they’ll also need.

The game is played by alternating between two main activities, Explor-
ing and Encountering.  While Exploring, you’ll create the layout of 
the Ecology and discover various Ecology Elements that can then be 
Encountered.  You will decide which Elements you’ll Encounter, and 
you will decide when you’ll Encounter them.  

After Encountering, you’ll go back to Exploring, working back and 
forth between these two activities until you’ve cleared the Ecology.

A Note on Player / Hero Count
Forgotten Depths supports 1 to 3 players, and has three Heroes to 
choose from.  Within those limitations, any combination of Players and 
Heroes is viable.  
Typically each player will play one Hero, but it also works  well for 
one player to play two Heroes.  In this way, an experienced solo player 
could comfortably play two Heroes, or two players could use all three 
Heroes. 
A solo player could also play all three Heroes, but would likely find it 
somewhat unwieldy.  
  
Playing solo with one Hero is also possible, and a great way to learn 
or practice.  

Two players, each playing one Hero, is possibly the clearest way to 
play. 
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Components:
1. (1) Lantern Meeple (Lantern Miniature in Kickstarter edition)
2. (1) Health Track
3. (6) White Cube Ability and Item Tokens
4. (12) Key Tokens
5. (3) Hero Mats; Fighter, Wizard & Rogue
6. (1) Pink Cylinder Fighter Health Token
7. (1) Blue Cylinder Wizard Health Token
8. (1) Gold Cylinder Rogue Health Token
9. (14) Fighter Action Cards
10. (12) Fighter Item Action Cards (Chest Icon on face)
11. (8) Fighter Item Cards in Kickstarter ed., (6) in Retail ed.
12. (8) Fighter Ability Cards
13. (15) Wizard Action Cards
14. (12) Wizard Item Action Cards (Chest Icon on face)
15. (8) Wizard Item Cards in Kickstarter ed., (6) in Retail ed.
16. (8) Wizard Ability Cards in Kickstarter ed., (6) in Retail ed.
17. (14) Rogue Action Cards
18. (9) Rogue Item Action Cards (Chest Icon on face)
19. (8) Rogue Item Cards in Kickstarter ed., (6) in Retail ed.
20. (8) Rogue Ability Cards in Kickstarter ed., (6) in Retail ed.
21. (1) Pad of Hero Record Sheets
22. (1) Pad of Adventure Record Sheets
23. (8) Purple Cylinder Monster Health Tokens
24. (6) Black Cylinder Monster Health Tokens

25. (24) Ruins Map Tiles
26. (10) Ruins Monster Cards
27. (10) Ruins Feature Cards
28. (30) Ruins Legendary Location Cards
29. (3) Ruins Stair Guardian Cards
30. (1) Ruins Reference Card
31. (24) Caverns Map Tiles
32. (11) Caverns Monster Cards
33. (10) Caverns Feature Cards
34. (30) Caverns Legendary Location Cards
35. (3) Caverns Stair Guardian Cards
36. (1) Caverns Reference Card
37. (24) Subterranean Architecture Map Tiles
38. (10) Sub. Arch. Monster Cards
39. (10) Sub. Arch. Feature Cards
40. (21) Sub. Arch. Legendary Location Cards
41. (11) Final Entity Cards
42. (1) Sub. Arch. Reference Card
43. (28) Double-sided Encounter Tokens
      -  One side Monster (red “X’)
      -  One side Feature (gold “slash”)
44. (22) Light Monster Action Cards (Numeral I)
45. (22) Medium Monster Action Cards (Numeral II)
46. (22) Heavy Monster Action Cards (Numeral III) 
47. (12) Limited Use Item Tokens & (2) Fabled Blades 
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Setup 
Note: The following setup rules assume the players are starting at the 
Ruins Ecology, the uppermost and first Ecology in the game.  To start 
at a lower Ecology, see the section “Starting the Game at a Lower 
Ecology.”

Ecology Cards
Locate the Ruins Ecology Cards.  Make separate shuffled draw piles 
for the Monster Cards, Feature Cards, and Stair Guardians.

Legendary Locations
There are four Legendary Location patterns per Ecology.  Start by sort-
ing all the cards according to the patterns printed on their backs.  
Within each pattern:  
Locate the cards with only a number on their back (no additional let-
ters or roman numerals).  Group these cards according to their num-
ber.  When there is more than one card with the same number, create a 
shuffled draw pile from them.

Next, locate the numbered cards that also have letters and roman nu-
merals on their backs.  Group these cards according to their number 
and letter (all 2A’s together, all 2B’s together, etc.), and build draw 
piles by stacking them in roman numeral order, with the highest roman 
numeral card on the bottom, and the lowest roman numeral on top.  
When there is more than one card with the same number, letter, and 
roman numeral, create a shuffled draw pile from them.
 

Typical Play Area
1. Ruins Ecology Cards
2. Ruins Ecology Map Tiles
3. Hero Item Cards, Item Action Cards, Ability Cards, and Item and Ability Tokens

Set these numbered and lettered draw piles near the numbered-only 
draw pile of the matching number.

Place all of the Ecology Card piles at the top of the play area.

Ecology Reference Card
Locate the Ruins Reference Card and keep it within easy reach.

Health Track
Place the Health Tracker either between the players, or within easy 
reach.

4. Light Monster Action Cards
5. Hero Play Area
6. Health Track
7. Ruins Ecology Reference Card
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Name  and Class

Stored Power 
Cards

Action Cards 
Discard Pile

Ability Card

Maximum Health 
Value

Action Cards 
Draw Pile

Starting 
Block-Activated 

Ability

Starting
Power-Activated 

Ability

Power-Activated 
Ability

Typical Hero Play Area
Note: This example assumes the Hero has obtained an Abil-
ity Card and has Action Cards in their Discard Pile.  They 
start the game with neither of these.

Hero Mats
Each player selects a Hero, and places that Hero’s Mat in front of them.  
Hero Mats list the Hero’s name and Class, and their Maximum Health 
Value.  
Also listed, is a Hero’s starting Abilities.  Abilities are described in 
detail in the Combat section of the Rules.
Lastly, Hero Mats have labeled edges indicating where their various 
cards will be placed during play.

Note: The Kickstarter edition of the game comes with double-sided 
Hero Mats with alternate versions of the Hero on the back.  These 
alternate Heroes are multi-classed, which introduces some new rules 
and considerations.  See the “Alternate Heroes” section after the 
“Encountering” section for more information. 

Hero Health Token
Each Hero has a wooden Health Token disc colored to match the gem 
in the corner of their Action Cards.  Place each Hero’s Health Token 
on the Health Track at their Maximum Health Value indicated on their 
Hero Mat. (Heroes start at level 1)

Hero Action Cards
Each Hero has their own deck of Action Cards, marked with that 
Hero’s art on the back.  
Take your Hero’s Action Card deck and look through it to retreive the 
two Power Cards (marked with the diamond shaped Power symbol).  
Place the two Power Cards face up side by side at the top of your 
Hero Mat.  You begin the game with them Stored and ready to Spend.  
Shuffle the rest of your Action Cards and place them face down to the 
left of your Hero Mat to form a Draw Pile 

Note: Sil has (3) Power Cards, but only adds the third one to her Action 
Card deck when she reaches level 3.  When she starts a game at level 3, 
all three of her Power Cards are placed face up at the top of her mat.

Ecology Map Tiles
There are three Ecologies in the game, each with their own Map Tiles 
and Ecology Cards.  Locate the Ruins Map Tiles, and look through 
them for the Entry and Stair Tiles.  

Place the Entry Tile near the center of your play area, and place the 
Lantern Token on it.

Set the Stairs Tile aside and shuffle the remaining Tiles face down.  
Deal three Tiles face down.  Place the Stairs Tile face down on top 
of these three, then place the remaining face down tiles on top.  This 
forms a Map Tile Draw Pile with the Stairs Tile located fourth from 
the bottom.

Monster Action Deck
There are three Monster Action Card Decks, one for each level of dif-
ficulty, Light, Medium and Heavy.  They are marked with roman nu-
merals on their backs, I, II and III respectively.  Shuffle each deck and 
place the Light Monster Action Card Deck, (roman numeral I) nearby. 
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Key Tokens
Doors require Keys to open.  Heroes start the game with three Keys, 
and can spend Experience Points to purchase more as they Explore.
Place three Key tokens near the Heroes.

Hero Item Cards, Ability Cards and 
Item Action Cards
Each Hero has an Item Card deck, marked with a Chest icon in the 
corner, and an Ability deck, marked with a Power icon in the corner.  
Locate those for the Heroes being played, shuffle them into separate 
draw piles, and keep them near the play area.
Each Hero also has an Item Action Card deck.  The backs of these cards 
are the same as their regular Action Cards.  The difference shows on the 
card faces, where a small chest icon sits below the face value.

Ability & Item Tokens
The effects of some Abilities span more than one Round.  The white 
cube tokens can be used as counter markers to track this.  Similarly, 
some Items have a limited number of uses and the white cube tokens 
can be used for tracking those as well.  

Example:  An Item’s card states it has (3) uses.  Stack three white 
cubes on the card and remove one each time the Item is used.

Limited Use Item Tokens
Some Features and Legendary Locations (see below) provide items 
with limited numbers of uses.  These tokens represent the uses of 
those items.  When a limited use item is found, locate the tokens 
matching the artwork on the card and add them to your play area.

Fabled Blade Tokens
There are two special swords located somewhere within the Construc-
tion you’re exploring.  See “The Fabled Blades” section for more 
information.  If you manage to retrieve one, add the token for it to the 
play area of the Hero who has equipped it.

EXPLORING
Heroes Explore by placing Map Tiles.  By doing so, they construct the 
Ecology’s layout, and Discover various Ecology Elements.  Ultimately, 
they are seeking the Stairs down, while hunting for Items and collect-
ing Experience Points.

Placing Map Tiles  
Players take turns drawing and placing Map Tiles one at a time.  This 
continues until they choose to stop and Encounter an Ecology Element. 

New Map Tiles are placed orthogonally adjacent to previously placed 
Map Tile.  Placement must follow two rules:

1.  All edges of the new Map Tile must match the edges of all the 
other tiles they’ll touch.

• Walls must touch walls
• Blank edges must touch blank edges 

2.  Heroes must be able to trace a path from their accessible area on 
the current Map Tiles to an accessible area on the new tile

• Heroes cannot move through walls
• Monster, Feature, and Door Ecology Elements obstruct ac-

cess to Map Tile edges beyond them. They cannot be moved 
through until they’ve been Encountered.

 Note: The Caverns and Subterranean Architecture Ecology introduce 
other Map Tile edge placement considerations.  See the Ecology-
Specific Features section for more information.

As Map Tiles are placed, areas of the map will be created that are inac-
cessible to the Heroes.  Use the Lantern token as a reminder of which 
areas the Heroes can access by keeping it within the portion of the map 
that is accessible to them.  It can be useful for Players to periodically 
pick up the Lantern and use it to trace a path through the spaces they 
have access to.  

WARNING!  
It is possible to lose by drawing a Map Tile that cannot be placed ac-
cording to the placement rules.  If this happens, you have effectively 
reached a dead end in your explorations and your game is over.  To 
avoid this, players should keep placement options available for their 
next Map Tile draw.  This may require them to Encounter Ecology Ele-
ments before their next Map Tile draw.

OTHER PLACEMENT CONSIDERATIONS:
Chests
There are only two Chests per Ecology, and Chests and Legendary 
Locations are the only places to find Items.  See “Chests” below for 
more information. 

Legendary Locations
Legendary Locations are unique Ecology Elements Discovered by con-
necting marked Map Tiles in specific combinations. 
See “Legendary Locations” below for more information. 

Campfire
There is only one Campfire per Ecology, and it is generally a good idea 
to have a Monster-free path between the Campfire and the Stairs. See 
the “Campfires” section below for more information. 

Discovering Ecology Elements
Heroes Discover Ecology Elements by placing Map Tiles that contain 
them. Heroes are not forced to Encounter Ecology Elements when they 
are first Discovered, they choose when to Encounter them.  
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ENCOUNTERING

There are 7 Types of Ecology Elements you can Discover and Encoun-
ter while Exploring. When Heroes choose to Encounter an Ecology 
Element, move the Lantern Token to that location. 

ECOLOGY ELEMENTS
1. Monsters
2. Features
3. Doors
4. Chests
5. Campfires
6. Legendary Locations
7. Stairs

Note: Monsters, Features, and Legendary Locations are worth Experi-
ence Points (XP).  Their value is displayed in the coin icon in the lower 
right corner of their card face.  Once Encountered, Heroes keep these 
Experience Points in a communal pool for Spending on Keys, Healing 
and Abilities.  See the Spending Experience Points section for more 
information.

1.  MONSTERS
Encountering Provides: XP
Obstructs Movement until Encountered

Draw the next Monster Card for the Level you’re Exploring. If two 
Monster icons are present, draw two Monster Cards. 
When Heroes Encounter Monsters, they do Combat with them.  See the 
separate Combat section for more information. 
Once a Monster has been defeated, mark its location with an Encounter 
Token, red “x” side up, and add the Monster Card to your communal 
XP pool.

2.  FEATURES 
Encountering Provides: XP + Possibly other effects 
Obstructs Movement until Encountered

Draw the next Feature Card for the Level you’re Exploring and follow 
any instructions found on the card. 

Many Features require the Heroes to pass a test by playing Hero Action 
Cards.  Heroes may Play these Action Cards from their hand, directly 
from their draw pile, or any combination of the two.  Specific instruc-
tions for how to resolve a Success or Failure are provided on the Fea-
ture Card.  Any Action Cards a Hero has played as a result of these tests 
are Discarded to their Discard Pile.

Note: If a Feature Card has three target numbers separated by slashes, 
use the first value if you’re playing with one Hero, the second value if 
you’re playing with two Heroes, and the third if you’re playing with 
three Heroes.

Once a Feature has been Resolved, mark its location with an Encounter 
Token, gold “slash” side up, and add the Feature Card to your com-
munal XP pool.
Note that Heroes collect the XP for Features regardless of whether they 
Succeed or Fail at any tests.

3. DOORS
Obstructs Movement until Encountered

Doors cannot be moved through until they are Unlocked.  Spending a 
Key Unlocks a Door. Certain Hero Items, Abilities, and Spells can also 
be used to Unlock Doors. 

Once a door has been unlocked, mark its location with a Key token.

4. CHESTS
Encountering Provides: One Item for one Hero

When a Chest is Encountered, one Hero Draws one Item from their 
Hero-specific Item Cards.  Heroes must Encounter all Monsters present 
at a Chest before Encountering the Chest. 

Note: It’s up to the players to decide which Hero will be the one to 
draw an Item. 

ITEMS
When a Hero receives an Item they place it along the bottom of their 
Hero Mat.

Equipping Items
Many Items are marked with a hand icon(s).  Heroes are limited to 
equipping up to two hand icons worth of Items at a time.  
Unequipped Items are not discarded, they are kept underneath Items 
that are Equipped.  
Items may be Equipped or Unequipped anytime while Exploring, but 
cannot be Equipped or Unequipped while Encountering.  

Item Abilities 
Items may include new Abilities.  Only Abilities from currently 
Equipped Items may be used.  

ADD / Replace
Many Items instruct the Hero to Add Cards with specific Values to their 
Action Card Deck.  When this is the case, perform the following steps.

• Combine the Hero’s Action Card discard and draw piles.  
• Look through the Hero’s Item Action Cards (marked on their 

face with a Chest icon) for the cards with the specified Val-
ues and add them to the combined Action Card Deck.   

• Remove a number of Action Cards from your combined 
Action Card Deck equal to the number added.  Any of your 
Action Cards (including those just added) can be chosen for 
removal. 

• After Adding and Replacing Cards, shuffle your current Ac-
tion Cards to form a new draw pile.

Note:  Item Action Cards that have been added to your Action Card 
Deck for receiving an Item stay in your Deck even if you unequip or 
sell that Item.  The only way Item Action Cards are removed from your 
Action Card deck is if they are replaced by new Item Action Cards.

Once a Chest has been Resolved, mark its location with an Encounter 
Token, gold “slash” side up.

5. CAMPFIRES
Encountering Provides: Healing

There is one Campfire in each Ecology.  Heroes may Rest at a Campfire 
once per Ecology.  When Heroes Rest, the following occurs:

• All Heroes receive Healing equal to ½ of their current maximum 
Health. 

• Heroes Shuffle their Action Card Discard and Draw Piles to form 
new Draw Piles.

• Stored Power Cards remain Stored.
• Refresh all Exhausted Spells. 
• Remove all Defeated Monster Tokens from the Map Tiles.  Mon-

sters are present at these locations again. 

6. LEGENDARY LOCATIONS
Encountering Provides: XP + Possibly Items or other effects. 

Certain Map Tiles have Node symbols on their edges.  To Discover a 
Legendary Location, players must place Map Tiles with Nodes in an 
arrangement matching the Rune pattern shown on the back of a Leg-
endary Location’s Cards.  

How to Read a Rune Pattern:  Each square rune in the Rune Pattern 
represents a Map Tile, and each circular hole in a square rune repre-
sents a Map Tile Node.

A Rune Pattern may be mirrored or rotated in order to match the layout 
of Map Tiles and Nodes. 
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It seems to have opened into a hollow space below.  

T he rubble makes it easy to descend. 2
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Example: The Map Tiles below connect an end node, 90deg. node, dou-
ble node, and another end node.  A portion of the pattern on the Map 
Tiles matches the pattern on the Legendary Location, so that Legend-
ary Location may be Encountered here.

Another example: This same pattern of Map Tile nodes could be used 
to match the pattern of other Legendary Locations instead, as shown 
in the next example.  

Just as with other Ecology Elements, Heroes choose when to Encoun-
ter a Legendary Location they have Discovered.

When Heroes Encounter a Legendary Location, they draw the top 
card from the numbered-only draw pile for that Rune Pattern (see 
Legendary Locations setup).  After resolving any instructions on the 
face of that card, find the letter in the upper right corner of the Card’s 
text field.  This letter indicates which draw pile for that Rune Pattern 
to draw from for the next card.  

Heroes draw and Resolve through the cards in this draw pile one at a 
time.  Heroes cannot move on from a Legendary Location until they 
have Resolved or Defeated all of its Cards. 

Note: Set Legendary Location cards beside each other as you En-
counter them.  The art on a Location’s cards goes together to form a 
larger image!

Other Legendary Location Rules:
When Heroes choose to Encounter a Legendary Location, place 
Enounter Tokens, gold “slash” side up, between its connected Map 
Tile Nodes before drawing its first card.  These Nodes cannot be used 
again for matching a Rune Pattern.

It is possible for a single Map Tile to provide Nodes used for Ecoun-
tering more than one Legendary Location.  Since each Node can only 
be used once, however, matched Rune Patterns cannot overlap.

Each Rune Pattern can only be Encountered once per Ecology.  Many 
Rune Patterns lead  to more than one possible Legendary Location, 
but only one will be seen on a given playthrough.

Example: Rune Pattern 2 in the Ruins can only be Encountered one 
time, even though Rune Pattern 2 has 3 possible outcomes to draw 
from.  

It is not required for Heroes to have access to all parts of a Map Tile in 
order for it to be used for matching Nodes to a Rune Pattern.  

Items
Some Legendary Locations provide Items.  See the Items section under 
“Chests” for more information.

Note: Some Items found at Legendary Locations can only be equipped 
by a specific Hero Class.  If this is the case, it will be indicated di-
rectly under the Item’s name.

7. STAIRS
Encountering Provides: XP, Healing, 
Leveling Up, Passage to the next Ecology

Stairs in the Ruins and Caverns Ecologies are guarded by a Stair 
Guardian. To descend to the next Ecology, Heroes must first Encounter 
the Stair Guardian.  
Once Heroes choose to Encounter a Stair Guardian, they cannot go 
back to revisit any of the current Ecology’s Map Tiles. 

Note: Descending the Stairs in the Subterranean Architecture Ecology 
brings you into direct confrontation with the Final Entity.  There is no 
Stair Guardian at those stairs.  See the “Final Entity” section below 
for more information.

STAIR GUARDIAN
Draw a Stair Guardian Card from the three possible for the Ecology.

Heroes do Combat with the Stair Guardian per the regular Combat Se-
quence described in the Combat section.

If the Stair Guardian is Defeated, all Heroes Level Up! 

LEVEL UP
Increase Maximum Health Value, Heal, Buy Abilities, Begin the Record 
of Your Adventure, Save your Game

Increase Maximum Health Value
Heroes start at Level 1 and go up a Level for each Stair Guardian de-
feated.  Each Hero’s Mat indicates their Maximum Health Value at 
each Level.  

Heal
After increasing their Maximum Health Value, Heroes Heal to full 
health.
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Buy Abilities
Each Hero may buy one Ability.  See the Ecology Reference Card for 
the Ecology you’re Exploring for each Ability’s cost in Experience 
Points.  Players decide together which Cards from their communal 
pool to spend as Experience Points. 
When a Hero buys an Ability, draw two of their Ability Cards, select 
one to keep, and place the other at the bottom of the Ability pile. 
Begin the Record of Your Adventure
Before continuing on to the next Ecology, players may want to start an 
Adventure Record Sheet to capture information about their journey so 
far.  The end of an Ecology is a good time to do this. 

Save your Game
It is assumed Forgotten Depths would typically be played one Ecology 
per gaming session.  The Hero Record Sheets are what you use to save 
your game so it can be resumed later.  Just after Leveling Up, use the 
sheets to record information on each Hero, and to note the Ecology 
they’re facing next.  Once these sheets filled out you can put the game 
away.  When you want to pick up where you left off, simply use the 
sheets to guide rebuilding your Heroes. 

PASSAGE TO THE NEXT ECOLOGY
After Leveling Up, Heroes are ready to begin the next Ecology.  The 
Ruins are the uppermost Ecology, the Caverns are below the Ruins, 
and Subterranean Architecture is the lowestmost Ecology.
Each Ecology follows the Setup as described above.  

FINAL ENTITY
After descending the Stairs at the end of the Subterranean Architecture 
Ecology, the Heroes directly Encounter the Final Entity.  Defeating 
them is the only way to win the game.
The Final Entity has special setup and Combat rules.

Setup
The Final Entity is composed of four cards, a Head I card, a Head II 
card, a Body card and the Tail card.  Locate the Head I, Head II, and 
Body cards and make draw piles for each.  Draw a Head I, Head II, and 
Body card, and arrange them with the tail card as shown below. 
(Note the cards here are shown face down so their content isn’t re-
vealed.  In play, they should be placed face up.) 

Locate the Final Entity Lore card and read it aloud.

Combat
Heroes do Combat with the Final Entity per the regular Combat Se-
quence described in the Combat section, with some additional rules.  
See “Combat with the Final Entity” at the end of the Combat section 
for additional rules information.

HABITAT BOUNDARIES
Some Map Tiles have black dotted lines separating the tile into two 
areas.  These are Habitat Boundaries, and Heroes may enter or cross 
the tile on the side of the Habitat Boundary free of any Monsters or 
Features without Encountering them.

ECOLOGY-SPECIFIC FEATURES
Ruins:
Secret Passages

Some Ruins Map Tiles contain entrances to the Secret Passage net-
work.  These entrances are indicated with white arrows as shown in 
the example above.  All Secret Passages connect to all other Secret 
Passage.  Through creative placement, Heroes may use Secret Passages 
to connect to portions of the Ecology that are otherwise inaccessible. 

Caverns:
Water

Several Caverns Map Tiles contain water.  When placing Map Tiles, 
water edges may touch non-water edges.  Water is not required to be 
contiguous.  
Connecting water across multiple tiles is part of discovering a particu-
lar Caverns Legendary Location.  For water to be connected, water-
must-meet-water in at least one corner of orthogonally adjacent tiles.

Boat and Sword Icons

One Caverns Map Tile contains a Boat Icon, and another contains a 
Sword Icon.  These are first and last parts of a particular Rune Pattern 
and have no other effect.

Warp Portals

Two Caverns Map Tiles contain Warp Portals.    Similar to the Secret 
Passages in the Ruins, the Warp Portals connect to each other.  Through 
creative placement, Heroes may use these Portals to connect to por-
tions of the Ecology that are otherwise inaccessible.

Crazed Bipedal Saurian
During setup of The Caverns, find the Monster Card titled Crazed Bi-
pedal Saurian and set it aside before shuffling the other Monster Cards 
to form the Monster Card draw deck.  One card in The Caverns will in-
struct you to shuffle the Crazed Bipedal Saurian into the Monster deck.  
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Subterranean Architecture:
Upper and Lower Levels and Level Stairs

Subterranean Architecture Map Tiles contain upper and lower levels.  
Map Tiles must be placed so that upper level edges touch upper level 
edges, and lower level edges touch lower level edges. 
Heroes may only move between upper and lower levels when they can 
move through a Level Stair connecting upper and lower levels.  Tiles 
with Level Stairs are indicated with icons as shown in the three ex-
amples above.

SPENDING EXPERIENCE POINTS
There are three things Heroes can buy with Experience Points, Keys, 
Healing, and Abilities.  Refer to the Ecology’s Reference Card for the 
costs for each.

• Keys can be bought while Heroes are Exploring, but they 
cannot be bought in the time between drawing a new Map 
Tile and placing it.

• Healing can be bought anytime while Heroes are Exploring.  
It cannot be bought while they are Encountering.

• Abilities can only be bought while Leveling Up.  See the 
Leveling Up section for more information.

When Cards are spent for their Experience Point Value, Discard them 
to the box.  

• No change is given when Heroes cannot pay an exact cost in 
Experience Points

• Players decide together which Cards from their communal 
pool to spend as Experience Points.  

• Equipped and Unequipped Items may be spent for their 
Experience Point Value.

WINNING AND LOSING

The Heroes win if:
• They Defeat the Final Entity at the bottom of the Subterra-

nean Architecture Ecology.

The Heroes lose if:
• They Draw a Map Tile that cannot be legally placed.
• One of the Heroes is Killed.

Complete the Record of Your Adventure
After wining or losing, players may want to use an Adventure Record 
Sheet to capture information about their journey, including the particu-
lars of their loss and anything remarkable they discovered.

STARTING THE GAME AT A 
LOWER ECOLOGY
Forgotten Depths supports players starting the game at any Ecology.

If starting at the Caverns
• Heroes begin at Level 2, with that level’s Maximum Health 

Value. 
• All Heroes Gain one Ability.  Use the process described in 

Leveling Up for selecting them. 
• All Heroes Draw one Item from their Hero-specific Item 

Cards.
• Heroes begin with three keys.

If starting at the Subterranean Architecture
• Heroes begin at Level 3, with that level’s Maximum Health 

Value. 
• All Heroes Gain two Abilities.  Use the process described in 

Leveling Up for selecting them. 
• All Heroes Draw two Items from their Hero-specific Item 

Cards.
• Heroes begin with three keys.

MODIFYING DIFFICULTY

MAKING THE GAME HARDER
Although the game as written presents a decent challenge, some may 
desire to try the game at a higher level of difficulty.  The following 
modifications to the rules offer greater difficulty.  Each can be used on 
its own, or they may be combined in any way desired.

Random Campfire Healing
When resting at a Campfire, each Hero Draws 2 Cards and Heals 
equal to the highest Value Card.

Heroes Don’t Heal When Leveling Up
Heroes will either need to pay for any healing they wish to do, or seek 
it out through other means.

Chests Are Locked
Just like Doors, all Chests must be Unlocked to open. 

MAKING THE GAME EASIER
Players may likewise wish to make the game more forgiving.  The 
following modifications to the rules will make the game easier.  Each 
can be used on its own, or they may be combined in any way desired.

Start with an Ability
If starting at the Ruins, each Hero draws an Ability to start the game 
with.

Start with More Keys
Heroes start with six keys instead of three.

3 Keys Added at Each New Ecology
Each time the Heroes descend to a new Ecology, they get three keys 
added to their supply for free.

One Dead-End Per Ecology
Once per Ecology, if players can’t legally place a Map Tile they 
may set it aside and either draw a replacement Map Tile or choose 
to Encounter and Ecology Element.  The set aside Map Tile remains 
available and may be placed at any time during Exploration.  

Twice as Much Healing
When paying XP for Healing, Heroes receive twice as much as what’s 
listed on the Ecology Reference Card.
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ALTERNATE HEROES
The Kickstarter edition of the game comes with double-sided Hero 
Mats with alternate versions of the Hero on the back.

Each of the alternate Heroes is multi-classed, with both a Primary and 
a Secondary Class.  These are listed in order on their Hero Mat, and 
are as follows:
Bren: Fighter-Wizard
Sil: Wizard-Rogue
Ava: Rogue-Fighter

Rules for Multi-Classed Heroes
Multi-classed Heroes have some additional rules and considerations 
around Items and Abilities.

When drawing an Item, multi-classed Heroes draw one from each of 
their Primary and Secondary Classes and select one to keep.

• Items from their Secondary class that require adding Action 
Cards to their Action Card Deck cannot be selected, but the 
Hero can forfeit their draw to give an Ally with that Primary 
Class the Item instead.

• Items that are not selected are put on the bottom of their Item 
pile.

 
When drawing Hero Abilities, multi-classed Heroes may either:

• Draw one from each of their Primary and Secondary Classes 
and select one to keep

• Draw two from their Primary Class and select one to keep

Playing Alternate Heroes as Single-Classed
The alternate Heroes can also be played as only having their Primary 
Class.  When played this way, Item and Ability draws occur as nor-
mal.  This lets players try a version of the Hero with different portrait 
art and new starting Abilities, without the additional multi-class 
considerations.
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ANATOMY OF AN ECOLOGY CARD

Reward for Monsters and Features
The typical Experience Point value for Monsters and Features in this Ecology.

Reward Range for Legendary Locations
This shows the possible range in Experience Point values for completing a Legendary Location in 
this Ecology.

Healing Cost
The amount of Healing received is dependent on the number of Heroes in the game.  For a certain 
amount of Experience Points, Heroes get a certain number of Health points times the number of 
Heroes.  The Players decide how those Health points are distributed among the Heroes.

Example:  In the Ruins, for each Experience Point spent, the Heroes would receive 1 point of 
Health for each Hero in the game.  In a game with 3 Heroes, that would mean the Heroes get 3 
Health points for every Experience Point spent.

Key Cost
How many Experience Points it costs to buy a key in this Ecology.

Keys are Used for Doors
How Keys are used in the game.

Ability Cost
Players must defeat a Stair Guardian and pay a certain number of Experience Points to buy an Abil-
ity.  This is the cost in Experience Points for each Ability in this Ecology.  Remember that only one 
Ability can be bought for each Hero per Leveling Up. 

Monsters, Features and Doors Block Movement
Monsters, Features and Doors cannot be moved through until they have been Encountered.

Reward for Encountering Monsters

Monsters, Features and Doors Block 
Movement

Reward for Encountering Features

Reward Range for Encountering 
Legendary Locations

Ability Cost

Healing Cost

Key Cost

Keys are Used on Doors
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SOOT BEAK
T heir ruffled texture resembles plumage.  

Perfectly black except for Its gleaming ivory beak. 
Medium (Pair)     8 / 16 / 24

   Dark Clamp: Cold radiates from the beak clamped 
over your arm. Subtract 3 from highest value Hero 
card. 

12
x2

22

x1
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Monster Type

Monster Health State 

Monster Ability
Monster Difficulty

Monster Name

Monster Description Monster Health Value

Experience Point Value

Monster Name
Monsters in the world of Forgotten Depths are mysterious and unique.  The Heroes and their 
people have not experienced them before, and have therefore not named them.  To reflect this, 
Monster’s names are given in a simple descriptive fashion.

Monster Description
This describes what the Heroes see when Encountering the Monster.

Monster Difficulty
Monsters, Stair Guardian’s and the Final Entity come in three difficulty levels, Light, Medium, and 
Heavy.  This dictates which Monster Action Deck will be used when fighting the Monster.  Light 
Monsters use the deck marked with roman numeral I, Medium use roman numeral II, and Heavy 
use roman numeral III.

Monster Type
There are four Monster Types, Singular, Pair, Group, and Horde/X.  Singular Monsters are the most 
common and don’t have their Monster Type listed on their cards.

Singular:
There is one Monster. 

Pair:
There are two individual Monsters.

Group:
There are four individual Monsters.

Horde/X:
The number of individual Monsters is equal to the value after the slash.

Monster Health Value
There are three Values separated by slashes, and the Health Value used depends on the number of 
Heroes in the game.  
Use the first Value if you’re playing with one Hero, the second Value if you’re playing with two 
Heroes, and the third Value if you’re playing with three Heroes.

Monster Ability
Each Monster has a unique Ability.  Some are Passive, others are Activated by Power Cards.

Monster Health State
This information is only present on the Cards for Non-Singular Monster Types.  It shows how 
many Action Cards Monsters and Heroes play in each Round of Combat, which is dependent on 
how many individual Monsters within the set are still alive.  See the Combat section for more 
information.

Experience Point Value
This shows how many Experience Points the Defeated Monster is worth to the Heroes.

ANATOMY OF A MONSTER CARD
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Health States

WITHERED SHADE
Tattered blackness and sudden violence.

Light (Group)     4 / 8 / 12
   Flash of Anguish: Deal 4 Damage to Hero

1 122
x3x4

2 222

x2 x1

 
 1

Monster Type

• If a Hero only Plays one Action Card, after Action Cards 
are Played, move it to be paired opposite the highest Value 
Monster Action Card. Unless modified by Abilities, this will 
be the Combat Pair Resolved by the Hero this Round.

Any Action Cards left in a Hero’s Hand remain there for next Round. 
 
Monsters Play their Action Cards after the Heroes.  Each Monster 
Draws and Plays Action Cards face up opposite the Action Cards in 
front of their opponent Hero.  

• If there are no Monster Health States indicated on the Mon-
ster Card (see below), the Monster Plays two Action Cards. 

• If there are Monster Health States on the Monster Card (see 
below) Monsters either Play 1 or 2 Action Cards depending 
on the Monster’s current Health State.

• If a Monster only Plays one Action Card, after Action Cards 
are Played, the Hero may move it to be paired opposite either 
of the Hero’s Played Action Cards.

• If the Monster needs to Draw a Card but there are none left 
in their Draw Pile, shuffle their Discard to form a new Draw 
Pile.

Note:  The Hero and Monster Action Card decks do not reshuffle af-
ter Combat (or after Encountering Features that require playing Ac-
tion Cards).  Draw and Discard Piles remain until new Draw Piles ar 
needed as described above.

Monster Health States
Non-Singular Monster Types have Monster Health States, which 
simulate the changing dynamics of combat against multiple op-
ponents.  Monster Health States do this by affecting the number of 
Action Cards Heroes and Monsters play each Round.
Monster Health States are depicted at the bottom of Non-Singular 
Monster Cards.  Each State is a column of 3 numbers arranged 
vertically.  The number of States equals the number of Individual 
Monsters being encountered, 2 for a Pair, 4 for a Group, and ‘X’ for 
Horde/X.

 

Players read down the column that matches the current number of 
Individual Monsters that are still alive.  
At the beginning of Combat, players read from the far left column.  
As Individual Monsters within the set are Defeated, players change 
which column they read from when peforming the Play Cards Com-
bat Step.  
The top number in the column (between the Monster icon and the 
skull) indicates the number of Individual monsters currently alive.  
The lower two numbers, beside the card icon, indicate how many 
Action Cards are played by Monsters and Heroes during the Play 
Cards Combat Step.  The top number is for the Monsters, the bottom 
number is for the Heroes.

Monster Health State Example
In the Monster Card example above, the Monster Type is a Group, so the Heroes face 
four Individual Monsters in the set.  While all four Monsters are alive, the Heroes 
would read down the far left “x4” column.  They would Play two Cards and the 
Monsters would Play two.  At the start of Combat, the Heroes and Monsters are evenly 
matched.  But look what happens once the Heroes kill some of them off!  Once two of 
the Individual Monsters have been killed (meaning two Monsters are left alive), the 
Heroes get the upper hand and Play two Cards while the Monsters only Play one.

Drawing a Monster Power Card
If a Monster draws a Power Card they immediately Activate their 
Power-Activated Ability this Round.

• First move the Power Card aside and Draw a new Monster 
Action Card to Replace it in the Combat Pair

• The Ability then Resolves against the Hero the Power Card 
was drawn against, unless the Ability explicitly affects “He-
roes” plural.  In that case it affects all Heroes. 

• If a Monster has no Power-Activated Ability, Discard any 
Power Cards they Draw without effect. 

COMBAT

Combat Setup

Place Monster Health Tokens
Place Monster Health Tokens on the Health Track according to the 
Health Value indicated by the Monster Card.   There are two colors of 
Monster Health Tokens.  When Encountering two Monster Cards, use 
a different color Health Token for each.  When Encountering a Non-
Singular Monster Type, use Monster Health Tokens of the same color 
for each Individual Monster in the set. 

Place Monster Action Deck Nearby
Locate the Monster Action Deck matching the Monster’s Difficulty.  
Set it nearby, leaving room beside it for a Discard pile.

Assigning Multiple Monster Cards
When two Monster icons are Encountered, two Monster Cards are 
drawn.  If possible, each Monster Card must be assigned to a different 
Hero. The players decide which Monster will be assigned to which 
hero.  
When one of the two Monster Cards is eliminated, heroes battle the 
remaining Monster Card together.
If there is a single Hero, they will fight both Monster Cards at once.

Single Hero Against Multiple Monster Cards
When a single Hero  fights two Monsters they will perform Combat 
Steps 1 and 2 for each of them before proceeding with Steps 3 - 6.

Once Combat Setup is complete, Combat proceeds over a series of 
Rounds until either  the Monsters are eliminated, or one of the He-
roes is killed.  Each Round, the Combat Steps described below are 
performed sequentially.  All Heroes peform each Step simultaneously.  

COMBAT STEPS

1. Draw Cards
2. Play Cards
3. Evaluate Combat Pairs
4. Activate Hero Abilities 
5. Resolve Damage
6. Discard All Played Cards

1.  DRAW CARDS 
Each Hero Draws up to a Hand of 3 Action Cards. 

• If a Hero does not have enough Cards in their Draw Pile to 
Draw up to a Hand of 3, they must first Play from any Cards 
currently in their Hand.

• If they still need to Play Cards, they shuffle their Discard to 
form a new Draw Pile, and Draw up to a total of 3 Cards, 
including the Card or Cards they have just played. 

For example: A Hero has one Card in their Hand, none in their Draw 
Pile, and needs to Play two Cards.  In this case, they would first Play 
the one card in their Hand, then shuffle their Discard to form a new 
Draw Pile, then Draw two more Cards and Play their other Card 
from among these two.

Another example: A Hero has two Cards in their Hand, none in their 
Draw Pile, and needs to Play two Cards.  In this case, they would first 
Play both the Cards in their Hand, shuffle their Discard to form a new 
Draw Pile, then Draw one card.

Drawing & Storing Power Cards
Any Power Cards that are Drawn are immediately Stored above the 
Hero’s Mat.  When this occurs, it does not count toward their Hand, 
and the Hero keeps Drawing Cards until they Draw up to a Hand of 3.

2.  PLAY CARDS
Heroes Play their Action Cards before the Monsters.  Each Hero 
Plays Action Cards from their Hand, face up side by side in front of 
themselves. 

• If there are no Monster Health States indicated on the Mon-
ster Card (see below), a Hero Plays two Action Cards. 

• If there are Monster Health States on the Monster Card (see 
below) Heroes either Play 1 or 2 Action Cards depending on 
the Monster’s current Health State.
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WITHERED SHADE
Tattered blackness and sudden violence.

Light (Group)     4 / 8 / 12
   Flash of Anguish: Deal 4 Damage to Hero

1 122
x3x4

2 222

x2 x1
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• A Monster can only Activate its Power-Activated Ability 
once per Round. If a Monster Draws two Power Cards in a 
Round, Discard the second Power Card without effect. 

 

Monster Power-Activated Ability Example
If the Monster above drew a Power Card, they would immediately Resolve their “Flash 
of Anguish” Ability against the Hero they drew the Power Card against.

Note: Hero’s hands of Action Cards, and all Discard piles (Hero and 
Monster), are open information at all times.  Draw Piles are not open 
information.  Players may always share and discuss the contents of 
their Hands, and may freely review the contents of the Hero and Mon-
ster Discard Piles at any time.

Multiple Monster Abilities
Some Monsters have more than one Power-Activated Ability listed.  
Resolve the first listed Ability the first time they Activate, and each 
time they Activate an Ability after that, Resolve the next Ability in the 
list.  
Once they reach the end of their listed Abilities, start back at the top 
of the list.

3.    EVALUATE COMBAT PAIRS
Each Played Hero Cards, and the Monster Card Played opposite it, 
forms a Combat Pair.  Each Hero will Resolve one of their Combat 
Pair, and the other will be Discarded.   

• There are three possible relationships between the Action 
Cards Played that determine which Pair may be Resolved. 

• The Values match.
• The Monster Card Value is higher.
• The Hero Card Value is higher.

• If the Values match that Pair is a Block.  Blocks take highest 
priority, meaning a Hero may always Choose to Resolve a 
Block over all other Pairs. With a Block, no Damage is done 
to the Hero or the Monster, and that Hero’s Block-activated 
Abilities may be Activated.

• If the Monster Card Value is higher that Pair is a Monster 
Hit.  Monster Hits are the next highest priority, and must 
always be chosen over any Hero Hits.  If a Monster Hits in 
two Pairs against a Hero, the Hero Chooses which one to 
Resolve.  Remember, Blocks may be chosen over Monster 
Hits.

• If the Hero Card Value is higher, that Pair is a Hero Hit.  If a 
Hero Hits in two Pairs, they choose which one to Resolve. 

4.    ACTIVATE HERO ABILITIES
Heroes may Activate Abilities to affect the state of their Combat Pairs.  
Heroes can utilize Abilities from any source available to them, from 
their Hero Mat, any Ability Cards they may have, or any Item Cards 
they may have Equipped.

Passive Abilities
A Hero’s Passive Abilities are always Active and may be used every 
Round.  There is no limit to how many Passive Abilities can be used 
in a Round, and they don’t limit  the use of other Abilities in any way.
 
Power-Activated Abilities
Power-Activated Abilities cost one Power Card per Power Icon 
shown next to the Ability’s name.  Only Stored Power Cards may be 
spent to pay for them. When a Power Card is Spent it is Discarded.

• As long as a Hero has the Power Cards to pay for them, they 
may Activate a Power-Activated Ability multiple times in a 
Round.  

• Likewise, more than one Power-Activated Ability may be 
Activated by a Hero each Round. 

Block-Activated Ability
On Rounds where the Hero Chooses to Resolve a Block, they may 
Activate a Block-Activated Ability.  Only one Block-Activated Abil-
ity may be Activated each Round.

Spells
A Wizard’s Abilities are called Spells.  Many spells instruct the Hero 
to “Exhaust After Use”.  When a Spell with this note is used, ro-
tate the Card sideways to show it’s Exhausted.  An Exhausted Spell 
cannot be used again until it is Refreshed.  Resting at Campfires or 
Leveling Up Refreshes Spells.  Some Encounters, Items and Abilities 
Refresh Spells  as well.
Spells that do damage are considered “Magic” attacks.

5.    APPLY DAMAGE 
Each Hero Applies Damage for the Combat Pair they’re Resolving. 

Direct Damage
• A Hit does Direct Damage to its opponent, equal to its Ac-

tion Card Value. 
Return Damage

• A Combatant who has been Hit, does Return Damage to its 
opponent equal to the difference between the Action Card 
Values. 

Armor:
Some Items provide Armor, which reduces the amount of Damage 
taken each time Damage is applied.  Items providing Armor must be 
equipped for the damage reduction to apply.  If more than one equipped 
Item has Armor, their Armor values are cumulative.

Note: Armor only reduces damage taken during Combat, unless a spe-
cific card you encounter mentions otherwise.

IMPORTANT!
On Rounds where Heroes Kill a Monster they avoid some Return 
Damage.
  

• If a Hero killed the Monster just by applying their own Dam-
age, ALL Heroes avoid ANY Return Damage this Round.  
Heroes still suffer any Direct Damage.

• If more than one Hero contributed to the amount needed 
to kill the Monster, only one of those involved may Avoid 
Return Damage.  In that case, the Heroes decide which Hero 
will be the one to Avoid Return Damage. 

Note: When facing non-singular Monster Types, avoiding Return Dam-
age occurs each time an individual Monster within the set is killed.

Applying Damage to Non-Singular Monsters:
When facing non-Singular Monster Types (Pair, Group, or Horde/X), 
heroes may freely assign damage to any Individual Monster within the 
Set.  All of a Hero’s damage must be applied to one Individual Mon-
ster; it cannot be spread across multiple Individual Monsters. 

Exception: If an Individual Monster within a set of Horde Type Mon-
sters is killed, any excess damage may be applied to any other Indi-
vidual Monster in that Horde Type Set. 

6.    DISCARD CARDS
Discard all Played Cards.  If any Monsters are still alive, perform a new 
Round of Combat.  If all Monsters are killed Combat is over.  When 
Combat ends, any Cards left in a Hero’s hand remain there.

COMBAT WITH THE FINAL ENTITY
Heroes do Combat with the Final Entity per the regular Combat Se-
quence, with the following clarifications and exceptions.

• Although the Final Entity is composed of multiple cards, 
they are not assigned to different Heroes.  The multiple cards 
form one enemy that all of the Heroes face together.

• When the Final Entity draws a Power Card, it activates all of 
its card’s Power-Activated Abilities.

• To Defeat the Final Entity, Heroes must either Defeat both of 
its heads, or one of its heads and its body.

• Armor values shown on the Final Entity’s body part cards 
only affect damage done to that body part.  
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In this example, Bren has played two Hero Action Cards against two 
Monster Action Cards.  Bren’s Action Card Values are higher in both 
Combat Pairs, so she is Hitting in both Pairs and can choose which to 
Resolve.  

EXAMPLE 1

If she Resolves the Pair on the left, she will do 5 points of Direct 
Damage and the Monster will do 1 point of Return Damage (the dif-
ference between 5 and 4).

If she Resolves the Pair on the right she will do 6 points of Direct 
Damage, but the Monster will do nearly as much in Return Damage, 4 
points. (the difference between 6 and 2).

COMBAT PLAY EXAMPLES

In this example, Ava has a Monster Hit on the right Pair where the 
Monster would do 5 points of Direct Damage, while she would Re-
turn Damage for 3 points.

In this example, Sil has a Hero Hit on the right Pair, and a Monster 
Hit on the left Pair. Monster Hits take  priority over Hero Hits, so 
she must resolve the left pair, taking 6 points of Direct Damage and 
delivering back 3 points of Return Damage.

On the left Pair, however, Ava has a Block result, which she can 
choose over the Monster Hit.  If she Resolves the Block she would 
avoid any Damage, and could Activate a Block-Activated Ability.

EXAMPLE 2

EXAMPLE 3
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By doing this, she “gets out” of the Monster Hit by creating a Hero 
Hit on the right Pair and a Block on the left.  With a Hero Hit and a 
Block, she can choose which to Resolve.

If she Resolves the Hero Hit on the right, she would do 6 points in 
Direct Damage, and the Monster would do 1 point in Return Damage.

If she Resolves the Block, she could Activate her Block-Activated 
Ability.

In this example, Bren has a Hero Hit on the left Pair, but a Monster 
Hit on the right Pair.  Since Monster Hits must be Resolved over Hero 
Hits she must Resolve the Monster Hit, unless she uses an Ability to 
alter the outcome.

She Activates “Brush Aside,” which lets her swap the position of her 
Played Action Cards.

Bren plays a Stored Power Card to Activate an Ability.

EXAMPLE 4
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NULL

THE FABLED BLADES
There are two swords or great renown buried somewhere deep within the Ecologies of this Construction.  The Elders have reviewed the recorded 
details of each sword’s legend with you, hopeful it may aid you in locating them.  Their power is undoubtedly formidable.  Beware however, as 
each is believed to be just as terrible as it is mighty. 

Crafted in an age when humankind possessed the ability to travel in 
strange vehicles between the stars.  There was a method of covering 
great distances in that travel, and this sword is in some way imbued 
with that power.
It was made out of desperation, to be wielded against a great army 
of metal monsters overrunning all of the land.  Such was the need 
that care and caution were neglected, and a vicious capacity for 
destruction was the weapon's character.
The wielder was victorious, but at the expense of their own life and 
those they sought to protect.  For the blade’s hunger could not be 
controlled and it ran amok, at last disappearing among the lower 
levels of structures pulled down on itself. 

NENTH

A black blade of dark appetite, thought to 
possess a will of its own.  The stories speak of 
an enchanted vessel, imprisoning a being of vast 
maliciousness and unknown origin.  This being is 
so powerful, and its desires so strong, they say it 
has the capacity to reach beyond the walls of its 
ebon prison.  Beware its influence!
Originally wielded by a great sorcerer king, the 
blade served its master willingly, disposing of 
entire hosts of enemies.  Over time, the king’s own 
brother was among those indiscriminately slain.  
Learning of this, the king's grief overtook his will 
to fight.
Angry at the king’s loss of heart, and discontent 
to sit idle, the sword turned on its master and 
devoured him.  
After this foul act the blade quieted somewhat and 
was quickly whisked away to be entombed.  It's 
still believed to be sealed away somewhere, with 
ageless guardians standing against its release.
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GLOSSARY
Activate - Pay for and use an Ability.  

Add - Add new Hero Item Action Cards to a Hero’s Ac-
tion Card Deck.

Ally / Allies - The other Hero or Heroes in your party.

Armor - Item or effect that reduces incoming Damage.

Block - A Combat Pair where the Hero and Monster Ac-
tion Card Values match.

Block Activated Ability - An Ability that takes a Block to 
Activate.  It’s paid for by a Block.

Combat Pair - A Hero’s played Action Card and the 
Monster Action Card dealt against it. 

Damage - Decrease the Health Value of a Hero or Mon-
ster on the Health Track. 

Defeat - Kill a Monster

Direct Damage - Damage applied from a Hero or Mon-
ster Hit.

Discover - Reveal an Ecology Element by placing a Map 
Tile containing the Element.  Legendary Locations are 
Discovered by building the rune pattern matching their 
card backs.

Ecology - An interrelated and themed set of Map Tiles, 
Monsters, Features, Legendary Locations and Stair 
Guardians

Ecology Element - A particular place or thing within the 
Ecology that can be Encountered.

Encounter - Face a Discovered Ecology Element.

Equipped - Item a Hero is currently using.  Some Items 
have hand icons on them.   Heroes are limited to Equip-
ping 2 hand icons worth of Items at a time.  Only Item 
Abilities from Equipped Items can be Activated. 

Exhaust - Rotate a Spell Card sideways to show it has 
been used and is currently unavailable.

Experience Points - Points rewarded for Items and En-
countering certain Ecology Elements. 

Explore - Drawing and placing Map Tiles to form the 
Ecology’s layout.

Final Entity - A special Stair Guardian fought at the end 
of the game, at the stairs exiting the third Ecology

Group - A Monster Type with 4 Individual  Monsters

Hand - The drawn Action Cards held and played from 
during Combat. 

Heal - Increase the Health Value of a Hero or Monster on 
the Health Track by the amount indicated. 

Health Value - The current position of the Hero’s or 
Monster’s Health Marker on the Health Track. 

Hit - A Hero (Hero Hit) or Monster (Monster Hit) Action 
Card is of a higher Value than their opponent’s.

Horde - A Monster Type with a number of Individual 
Monsters equal to the number after the slash (“/”) 

Ignore Armor - Don’t apply Damage reduction from 
Armor.

Ignore Results - Don’t Resolve Combat Pairs.

Individual Monster - One Monster within the set of 
Monsters present in a Non-Singular Monster Type.

Items - A weapon or useful object Heroes find in  Chests 
and Legendary Locations. 

Key - Used to Unlock Doors.

Level Up - Increase a Hero’s level after Defeating a Stair 
Guardian
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Legendary Location - A special Ecology Element.  Dis-
covered by placing Map Tiles with Map Tile Nodes in a 
pattern matching the Rune Pattern on a Legendary Loca-
tion’s card backs.

Non-Singular Monster Type - A Pair, Group, or Horde/X 
Monster Type; those containing more than one Individual 
Monster.

Map Tile - Square cards containing portions of the Ecol-
ogy used to build the Ecology’s layout.

Monster Difficulty - There are three difficulties possible, 
Light, Medium or Heavy.  The Monster’s difficulty cor-
responds to the Monster Action Card deck they use for 
Combat. 

Monster Health State - A special table present on Non-
Singular Monster Types that states the number of Action 
Cards they play in a Round of Combat based on how 
many individual Monsters in the set are still alive.

Node - A special symbol on the edge of a Map Tile used 
to match Rune Patterns for discovering Legendary Loca-
tions.

Pair - A Monster Type with 2 Individual Monsters

Passive - An Ability that doesn’t require Activation.  It is 
always on.

Played - Action Cards that have been laid face up 

Power Activated Ability - An Ability that takes a Power 
Card to Activate.  It’s paid for by a Power Card.

Power Card - Cards in a Hero’s or Monster’s Action Card 
deck that have a Power icon on them.

Refresh - Make an Exhausted Spell ready to be used 
again. (Card rotated right-side up)
Replace - Remove a number of Action Cards from your 

Action Card Deck equal to the number of Hero Item Ac-
tion Cards being Added.

Reposition - Place your Action Cards where you want in 
a Combat Pair.

Resolve - When Encountering: Complete the interactions 
required by an Ecology Element.  This includes complet-
ing the instructions on a Feature card, completing instruc-
tions on a Legendary Location’s cards, or drawing an Item 
from a Chest. When in Combat: Apply the results of a 
Combat Pair; Block, Monster Hit or Hero Hit. 

Retrieve - Collect a Card from your Discard Pile and put 
it on top of your Draw Pile.

Return Damage - Damage done by a Hero or Monster 
who has been Hit.

Rune Pattern - The pattern of symbols on a Legendary 
Location’s card backs.  Each square Rune in the pattern 
represents a Map Tile, and each circular hole in a Rune 
represents a Map Tile Node.

Spell - Wizard’s Abilities are referred to as Spells.

Stair Guardian - A special Monster fought at an Ecol-
ogy’s stairs before proceeding to the next Ecology.

Swap - Trade the positions of two Played Action Cards.  

Unlock - Use a Key, Item, or Spell to open a Door.

Value - Numeric value on the face of an Action Card.

Word of Command - A special Item that can be used 
when a card calls for it specifically.
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Reward for 
Encountering 
Monsters

Ability Cost

Healing Cost

Key Cost

Keys are Used 
on Doors

Monsters, Features 
and Doors Block 
Movement

Reward for 
Encountering 
Features

Reward Range for 
Encountering 
Legendary 
Locations

HEROES (starting Action Card Decks)

Fighter   3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 5, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8, 8

Wizard   2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 5, 6, 6, 8, 8

Rogue   2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 5, 6, 6, 7, 7

MONSTERS

Light   2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 6

Medium  3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7
 
Heavy   1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7 

ACTION CARD VALUES ICONS

COMBAT STEPS

ANATOMY OF AN ECOLOGY CARD

1.  Draw Cards
• Draw a Hand of 3 Cards

2.  Play Cards
• 2 Cards typically.  1 Card if Monster Health State says so.

3.  Evaluate Combat Pairs
• Blocks take highest priority
• Monster Hits are next highest priority
• Hero Hits are lowest priority

4.  Activate Hero Abilities 
• One Block Ability or unlimited Power-Activated Abilities

5.  Resolve Damage
• Direct and Return Damage

6.  Discard All Played Cards

Reward for Monsters and Features
The typical Experience Point value for Monsters and Features in this 
Ecology.

Reward Range for Legendary Locations
This shows the possible range in Experience Point values for complet-
ing a Legendary Location in this Ecology.

Healing Cost
The amount of Healing received is dependent on the number of Heroes 
in the game.  For a certain amount of Experience Points, Heroes get a 
certain number of Health points times the number of Heroes.  The Play-
ers decide how those Health points are distributed among the Heroes.

Example:  In the Ruins, for each Experience Point spent, the Heroes 
would receive 1 point of Health for each Hero in the game.  In a game 
with 3 Heroes, that would mean the Heroes get 3 Health points for 
every Experience Point spent.

Key Cost
How many Experience Points it costs to buy a key in this Ecology.

Keys are Used for Doors
How Keys are used in the game.

Ability Cost
Players must defeat a Stair Guardian and pay a certain number of Ex-
perience Points to buy an Ability.  This is the cost in Experience Points 
for each Ability in this Ecology.  Remember that only one Ability can 
be bought for each Hero per Leveling Up. 

Monsters, Features and Doors Block Movement
Monsters, Features and Doors cannot be moved through until they 
have been Encountered.

ECOLOGY ELEMENTS

Monster

Feature

Door

Chest

Campfire

Stair Guardian

MAP TILE ICONS

Water

Boat

Sword

Map Tile Node

Tile Stair

HEALTH STATE ICONS

Action Cards

Monster Killed

OTHER ICONS

Health Value

Experience Points

Power

Hand (Equipping)


